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A B S T R A C T 

L yman α (L y α) is now routinely used as a tool for studying high-redshift galaxies, and its resonant nature means it can trace 
neutral hydrogen around star-forming galaxies. Integral field spectrograph measurements of high-redshift Ly α emitters indicate 
that significant extended Ly α halo emission is ubiquitous around such objects. We present a sample of redshift 0.23 to 0.31 

galaxies observed with the Hubble Space Telescope selected to match the star formation properties of high- z samples while 
optimizing the observations for detection of low surface brightness L y α emission. The L y α escape fractions range between 

0.7 and 37 per cent, and we detect extended Ly α emission around six out of seven targets. We find Ly α halo to UV scale 
length ratios around 6:1, which is marginally lower than high-redshift observations, and halo flux fractions between 60 and 85 

per cent – consistent with high-redshift observations – when using comparable methods. However, our targets show additional 
extended stellar UV emission: we parametrize this with a new double exponential model. We find that this parametrization does 
not strongly affect the observed Ly α halo fractions. We find that deeper H α data would be required to firmly determine the 
origin of Ly α halo emission; ho we ver, there are indications that H α is more extended than the central FUV profile, potentially 

indicating conditions fa v ourable for the escape of ionizing radiation. We discuss our results in the context of high-redshift 
galaxies, cosmological simulations, evolutionary studies of the circumgalactic medium in emission, and the emission of ionizing 

radiation. 

Key words: galaxies: haloes – galaxies: starburst. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

 yman α (L y α) results from the transition from the 2 p to 1 s energy
evels of hydrogen and under normal gas conditions, 68 per cent 
f ionizing photons are processed through this transition (Dijkstra 
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019 ). This, coupled with the pre v alence of hydrogen gas in galaxies,
eans that it is intrinsically the strongest emission line in star-

orming systems. Ho we ver, since this transition is from the ground
tate of hydrogen, most astrophysical media containing even small 
mounts of neutral hydrogen are optically thick to Ly α. 

The resonant nature of the Ly α transition means that Ly α-photons
bsorbed by hydrogen are re-emitted in that same transition and 
catter on neutral hydrogen. This has the interesting and very 
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mportant consequence that some properties of the gas in an emitting
alaxy can be encoded in the Ly α radiation. 

If we can understand how the spatial profiles of Ly α relate to
he properties of the galaxy as a whole, it could impro v e our
nderstanding of how neutral gas is distributed in and around
uch systems. Since Ly α is in many cases very bright, we can
otentially spatially map neutral hydrogen at much larger redshifts
han what is practically observable using direct tracers such as 21-
m emission (see, e.g. Obreschk ow, Heyw ood & Rawlings 2011 ).
his is especially interesting for studying the circumgalactic (CGM)
nd intergalactic media (IGM). This tenuous gas can typically only
e studied on fortuitous sightlines where the CGM is intersected
y a bright background continuum source. Ly α imaging, on the
ther hand, could be used to map the distribution of gas around an
ndividual galaxy. 

This idea was first explored using narrowband imaging of Lyman
reak Galaxies (LBGs) by Steidel et al. ( 2011 ), where stacking of

ources allowed detection of low surface brightness emission. These
esults indicated significant and very extended Ly α emission around
he median stack with a characteristic scale length of 25 kpc. More
ecent results using integral field spectrographs (IFSs), such as the

ulti-Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE; Bacon et al. 2010 ) on
he Very Large Telescope (VLT) and the Keck Cosmic Web Imager
KCWI; Morrissey et al. 2018 ) on Keck, have clearly detected Ly α
alo emission around high- z galaxies. Using sensitive IFSs allows
he detection of individual haloes (see e.g. Erb, Steidel & Chen
018 ). These haloes are indeed v ery e xtended, with e xponential
cale lengths between 1 and 18 kpc with a median around 4.5 kpc
Wisotzki et al. 2016 ; Leclercq et al. 2017 , 2020 ), which is much
arger than the detected UV emission of these galaxies. Kusakabe
t al. ( 2022 ) studied Ly α emission around UV selected galaxies, also
sing MUSE, and found an incidence rate of 80 per cent and that the
aloes extend as far as 40 kpc. Scale lengths similar to the MUSE
esults have also been found in narrowband studies, including one
ubsample of Feldmeier et al. ( 2013 ) and the results of Momose
t al. ( 2014 , 2016 ). Chen et al. ( 2021 ) used KCWI and found more
xtended Ly α-haloes with a scale length of the median stack of
7.5 kpc, more similar to the LBGs studied by Steidel et al. ( 2011 ).
iemeyer et al. ( 2022 ) present the median-stack ed Ly α surf ace
rightness profiles of 968 spectroscopically selected Ly α emitting
alaxies (LAEs) at redshifts 1.9 < z < 3.5 in the early data of
he Hobby–Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Experiment (HETDEX).
hey find that the median-stacked radial profile at r < 80 kpc agrees
ith the results from the MUSE sample, but is more extended at r >
0 kpc. These instruments have opened up a new frontier of research
here we can not only study individual Ly α haloes, but samples of

ndividual halo detections can become large enough for population
tatistics to be derived. 

Despite the ease with which such high- z surv e ys can be conducted,
hey remain fundamentally limited by the lack of ancillary data, such
s rest-frame optical spectroscopy and high-resolution imaging of
he stellar population, that can be used to infer the properties of the
ystems that give rise to the Ly α haloes. In order to study the origin
f Ly α haloes and the properties of their host galaxies, we need to
urn to observations in the low redshift universe. 

Ho we ver, studying Ly α at lo w redshift is challenging – primarily
ecause the UV wavelength of Ly α requires space based observa-
ions. Early low redshift studies such as Kunth et al. ( 2003 ), Hayes
t al. ( 2005 , 2007 ), and Östlin et al. ( 2009 ) used a Ly α transmitting
arrowband filter on the Solar Blind Channel (SBC) on the Hubble
pace Telescope ( HST ) Advanced Camera for Surv e ys (ACS).
o we ver, Hayes et al. ( 2009 ) showed that synthesizing narrow-band
NRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
bservations from adjacent long pass broad-band observations was
ore ef fecti ve. The Lyman Alpha Reference Sample (LARS; Hayes

t al. 2014 ; Östlin et al. 2014 ) has successfully used this method
o image Ly α, and has shown that there are significant differences
n the morphologies of Ly α compared to those of H α and UV. The
igh spatial resolution of LARS enables the study of small structural
ifferences and has shown, for instance, that knots and structures
resent in UV and H α are absent in Ly α and that the Ly α structure,
n general, appears smoother (Bridge et al. 2017 ). The centroids of
y α emission and its position angle also significantly differ from the
tellar UV emission (Rasekh et al. 2021 ). 

LARS, which consists of galaxies at redshift � 0.2 has confirmed
ignificant Ly α haloes extending 1 to 4 times further than both H α and
tellar far UV (FUV; Hayes et al. 2013 ; Rasekh et al. 2021 ). Yang et al.
 2017 ) used a different technique based on COS acquisition images
nd found very similar ratios with Ly α extending 2–4 times further
han the UV. There is some indication that high-redshift galaxies such
s those observed by Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ) have larger ratios than
his, hinting that there may be some redshift evolution in halo sizes.
o we ver , neither W isotzki et al. ( 2016 ) nor Leclercq et al. ( 2017 )

ee any redshift evolution within their samples despite the significant
edshift range (between z ∼ 3 and 6.6) it co v ers. It is important to
ote; ho we ver, that this redshift range corresponds to only 1.3 Gyr,
n contrast to the ∼11 Gyr that elapses between z = 3 and 0. 

Determining whether there is a change in halo sizes between low
nd high z is crucial for understanding galaxy evolution, since it
ould imply a significant physical evolution in the properties of Ly α-
alo-hosting galaxies o v er this time. Absorption line studies, such as
OS-Haloes (Tumlinson et al. 2013 ), COS-GASS (Borthakur et al.
015 ), and COS-Bursts (Heckman et al. 2017 ), have shown that the
tomic gas haloes of star forming galaxies extend far beyond the
tellar components with absorption equi v alent widths (EWs) higher
han 0.1 Å (corresponding to gas column densities � 10 17 , which, for
ormal gas temperatures, implies τ � 1000 for Ly α) as far as 300 kpc
rom the central galaxy. This appears to hold regardless of viewing
ngles of the galaxies, indicating a co v ering fraction of 1 for this
eutral medium. The CGM of z ≈ 0 galaxies therefore does have
ufficient H I in their haloes to scatter Ly α out to large distances, and
et the observed Ly α emission around individual galaxies declines
ignificantly faster than the neutral gas column does. 

LARS is optimized to study the detailed structural differences
etween FUV, H α, and Ly α, and therefore selects very low redshift
argets to get the best possible spatial resolution. The field of view
FoV) corresponds to ∼10 kpc at the redshift of LARS (Rasekh
t al. 2021 ). This means that the observations cannot co v er radii
hat come even close to those probed by the absorption line studies

entioned abo v e and can only probe ∼2 scale lengths of a median
y α halo ( ∼4.5 kpc) found in Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ). Consequently,

he observations are more optimized to characterize the detailed
orphology of the Ly α emission and absorption rather than the low

urface brightness extent of them. In order to probe larger scales, and
efinitively determine whether Ly α haloes evolve between z ∼ 0 and
, a larger FoV is required. Therefore, we designed an HST program
or doing LARS type imaging at 0.23 ≤ z ≤ 0.31, where we can
btain such observations with minimal background from geocoronal
mission. In this work we present the results of this HST program. 

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 , we present the data
et and the details of our HST observations. In Section 3 , we discuss
he methodology, with particular focus spent on the data reduction
nd production of Ly α images. In Section 4 , we present and discuss
he primary results from the Ly α imaging and in Section 4.2 , we
ive detailed descriptions of the objects in this study . Finally , we
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Table 1. The sample of galaxies. 

Galaxy Short name RA 

∗ Dec ∗ Redshift 

SDSSJ0004 −1011 J0004 00 04 30.3 −10 11 29.6 0.2386 
SDSSJ0139 + 0108 J0139 01 39 13.2 + 01 08 56.0 0.3073 
SDSSJ0156 −0101 J0156 01 56 55.8 −01 01 16.5 0.2696 
SDSSJ0232 −0048 J0232 02 32 43.6 −00 48 32.3 0.3095 
SDSSJ2318 −0041 J2318 23 18 13.0 −00 41 26.0 0.2517 
SDSSJ2353 + 0231 J2353 23 53 35.5 + 02 31 50.2 0.2333 
SDSSJ2359 + 0108 J2359 23 59 26.7 + 01 08 38.8 0.2607 

∗ RA and Dec are in J2000 
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iscuss the potential implications of our findings in Section 5 and 
onclude in Section 6 . We assume a flat � CDM cosmology with
 0 = 70 kms −1 Mpc −1 , �m 

= 0.3, �� 

= 0 . 7. 

 DATA  

e obtained HST imaging observations in six bands of seven galaxies 
t redshifts 0.23 ≤ z ≤ 0.31 (see Table 1 for details) taken as part
f GO 15643, PI Hayes. Throughout the paper, we will refer to the
argets using the short names introduced in this table. HST /COS 

pectral observations of these targets will be presented in a future 
aper. The HST filters included two UV filters in the Solar Blind
hannel (SBC) of ACS ( F 150 LP and F 165 LP ), that were selected

o enable synthetic Ly α narrow-band observations (see Section 3.2.2 
or details on the continuum subtraction of the Ly α images). In
ddition, we used three optical filters in the Wide Field Channel of
CS (WFC; F 435 W , F 555 W , F 814 W ) and a narrow-band ( FR 782 N
r FR 853 N depending on redshift) to capture H α, also in ACS/WFC.
he observations are summarized in Table 2, and optical composites 
howing the morphologies of the targets are displayed in Fig. 1 . 

.1 Sample selection 

e select objects with redshift such that Ly α falls in the F 150 LP
ut not the F 165 LP filter. This limits the redshift range to 0.23 < z

 0.31. Compared to most previous studies, this filter combination 
nsures that no strong skylines, specifically OI at 1305 and 1356 Å,
re transmitted by the filters. Over this redshift range, the ACS/SBC
etector co v ers a physical distance in excess of ≈60 kpc. This ensures
hat there is sufficient space in the frame to subtract any remaining
ackground from the image while being confident that no Ly α signal 
s lost in the process. 

Sources were selected from a catalogue of re-fitted SDSS DR 14 
Abolfathi et al. 2018 ) spectra according to the following criteria: 
Table 2. HST exposure times in seconds. 

Bandpass alias Ly α FUV continuum U 

∗
HST Instrument ACS/SBC ACS/SBC ACS/W
HST Filter name F 150 LP F 165 LP F 435
Galaxy 

J0004 5104 7698 113
J0139 5168 7600 111
J0156 5088 7680 111
J0232 5108 7660 111
J2318 5150 7751 111
J2353 5090 7678 112
J2359 5078 7690 111

∗ These aliases refer to the approximate restframe bandpasses. 
(i) Less than 0.2 mag u -band extinction from the Milky Way 
(ii) Declination below + 5 ◦ to ensure visibility from Cerro Paranal 

o enable further follow-up studies 
(iii) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the optical emission 

ines less than 250 km s −1 , and a position in the BPT diagram below
he Kauffmann et al. ( 2003 ) demarcation line in order to ensure that
ontamination from AGN was kept to a minimum 

(iv) Far UV absolute magnitude M FUV in the range −17.5 to −22
rom GALEX (Martin et al. 2003 ) in order to o v erlap with high-
edshift galaxies. Specifically, the lower end was selected to match 
he 25th percentile of Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ) and the upper end was
elected to match the upper brightness limit of Steidel et al. ( 2011 ). 

(v) H α equi v alent width larger than 100 Å in order to ensure
hat all galaxies produce significant Ly α. This also enables a direct
omparison between this sample of galaxies and the LARS sample 
t lower redshift. 

After these criteria were applied, there were still more than 200
alaxies that could be included in the sample. The seven galaxies
ere then selected to span the full range of galaxy properties in

erms of position on the star-forming main sequence, BPT diagram, 
nd UV slope versus H α equi v alent width (see Fig. 2 ). 

In the first panel of Fig. 2, the dashed line shows the star forming
ain sequence at redshift ∼2 from Daddi et al. ( 2007 ) and our seven

alaxies lie close to and in general abo v e that relation, demonstrating
hat they are, at least in this respect, comparable to high-redshift
alaxies. 

 M E T H O D S  

.1 Obser v ations and data reduction 

he total exposure times and filters used are summarized in Table 2 .
he observations were performed with a custom calculated large 
 ∼3 arcsec) dithering pattern specially designed to minimize flat field
ncertainties and biases, as well as allow for subpixel sampling of
he PSF. 

.1.1 UV data 

he individual UV exposures (from the ACS/SBC) were initially 
educed using the CALACS pipeline with the latest calibration 
les to produce flatfield-corrected ( FLT ) frames. We implemented an
dditional, custom step to correct for residual dark-current in the SBC
etector. This dark current is strongly temperature dependent and 
herefore varies between exposures and time on orbit. The procedure 
sed a collection of dark-current images taken at various times and
MNRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 

B 

∗ I ∗ H α

FC ACS/WFC ACS/WFC ACS/WFC 

 W F 555 W F 814 W 

2 1030 800 1300 (FR782N) 
6 1016 778 1300 (FR853N) 
6 1016 778 1300 (FR853N) 
6 1016 778 1300 (FR853N) 
6 1016 778 1300 (FR853N) 
8 1026 794 1300 (FR782N) 
6 1016 778 1300 (FR853N) 

24
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M

Figure 1. Optical three-colour composite images of the seven targets. Filter set-up: Red – F 814 W , Green – F 555 W , Blue – F 435 W . 

Figure 2. Sample selection figures. The left-hand panel shows star formation rate against stellar mass. The black points show a sample of 7000 SDSS galaxies 
with the single selection criterion of having a high ( ≥100 Å) H α equi v alent width. The dash–dotted line shows the star-forming main sequence relation at 
redshift ∼0 derived from the SDSS from Elbaz et al. ( 2007 ) and the dashed line shows the main sequence at redshift 2 from Daddi et al. ( 2007 ). The central 
panel shows the BPT diagram (Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981 ) with the relations from Kewley et al. ( 2001 ) and Kauffmann et al. ( 2003 ) showing the 
demarcation between star forming galaxies and AGN. The third panel shows the UV slope β (assuming the standard proportionality f λ ∝ λβ ) derived from 

GALEX photometry against the H α equi v alent width. 

Table 3. Measured optical line fluxes. 

Galaxy H α H β H γ [O III ] 5007 [O III ] 4363 [O II ] 3726, 3729 [N II ] 6584 [S II ] 6717 

J0004 1420 ± 90 490 ± 31 245 ± 19 2440 ± 188 70 ± 7 740 ± 50 36 ± 6 57 ± 6 
J0139 990 ± 130 345 ± 45 170 ± 30 320 ± 50 14 ± 13 1100 ± 175 280 ± 30 165 ± 33 
J0156 535 ± 54 187 ± 19 88 ± 12 550 ± 60 7.5 ± 2 520 ± 60 92 ± 9 60 ± 6 
J0232 230 ± 40 80 ± 13 38 ± 8 490 ± 91 11 ± 3 102 ± 18 0.8 ± 3.6 6.4 ± 2.4 
J2318 2600 ± 100 900 ± 34 410 ± 23 2600 ± 116 31 ± 9 3000 ± 130 340 ± 12 295 ± 11 
J2353 440 ± 93 154 ± 32 63 ± 17 785 ± 175 6.6 ± 2.8 330 ± 76 24 ± 5 24 ± 6.7 
J2359 300 ± 35 105 ± 12 47 ± 9 388 ± 53 7 ± 4 390 ± 55 21 ± 8 40 ± 8 

> All fluxes are given in units of 10 −17 erg s −1 cm 

−2 and corrected for foreground and internal dust extinction. 
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emperatures, and fitted the dark-current image to each SBC frame 
ith χ2 minimization of the form 

 = A × I DC + C, (1) 

here B is the total fitted background, A is the amplitude which is
llowed to vary, I DC is a given dark-current image, and C is a constant
hat represents the actual contribution of the (flat) sky background. 
he best-fit background and dark-current were then subtracted from 

ach FLT frame. 
This procedure works very well for all of the data that was taken

s a part of GO 15643. Ho we ver, two of our F 150 LP exposures are
rchi v al data taken as a part of GO 11107 (PI Heckman), and these
mages showed an additional background gradient after the dark- 
urrent subtraction. In these cases, we mask the edges of the image
s well as the source itself by selecting a broad circular annulus
entred on the galaxy and fit an additional plane to the flux in this
egion, which is then subtracted. 

.1.2 Optical data 

he optical data (from ACS/WFC) were pipeline-processed in the 
ame manner as the UV data. Since each optical filter only contains
wo exposures, we found that drizzling could not adequately remo v e
ll cosmic rays from the frames. We therefore did a separate cosmic
ay rejection on the frames using the astroscrappy tool (McCully 
t al. 2018 ), which is based on lacosmic (van Dokkum 2001 )
efore drizzling. 
The H α narrow-band images were taken using tunable ramp filters. 

his allows us to centre the band on the H α line, but those filters do
ot co v er the whole chip. This means that standard astrodrizzle
ackground estimates are inaccurate. We therefore instead fit and 
ubtract the background of the unvignetted region using a flat plane 
n the same way as was done for the GO 11 107 UV images. 

.1.3 Ima g e alignment 

fter the pipeline reduction and dark-current subtraction, we per- 
ormed fine-alignment of the images. Due to the lack of stars in the
elds, especially in the FUV filters, this could not be done using

he standard TweakReg task from astrodrizzle . We therefore 
eveloped a custom cross-correlation based alignment routine. 
The first step was to make sure that all exposures taken with a

iven filter were well aligned with each other. For the optical filters,
nly one HST visit with two individual exposures was used, which 
eant that the default pipeline World Coordinate Systems (WCS) 
ere in general well matched. In two visits, ho we ver, this was not

he case: F 555 W for J0139 and FR853N for J2359. These were
reated according to the methodology developed for the UV filters 
see below). 

For the UV filters, there were three individual visits per galaxy 
er filter, and in most cases, even the fine alignment of exposures
elonging to the same visit was poor (offsets 	1 px). We therefore
ad to align all exposures in each filter with each other. This was
one as follows: 

(i) Each exposure was individually drizzled to ensure that all 
mages had the same pixel scale and were derotated. We used a
ixel scale of 0 . ′′ 01 at this stage to ensure that alignment could be
one on a subpixel level compared to the final pixel scale (0 . ′′ 04). 
(ii) The exposures were then compared to each other 

sing a two-dimensional correlation analysis (using 
cipy.signal.2dcorrelation ), and the point of maximum 

orrelation was converted into a pixel shift. 
(iii) These pixel shifts were then converted into right ascension 

nd declination, and added as a shift to the WCS of the original
mages. 

The philosophy of this approach is to mimic that of tweakreg
n astrodrizzle , which minimizes the number of times pixel 
ata are resampled, compared to manual realignment and regridding 
ost-drizzle, and to maximize the correlation of signal between 
ixels in the final images. For J0139 and J0232, the individual
 165 LP exposures had insufficient signal-to-noise to produce stable 
orrelation analysis. In these cases, we instead drizzled the exposures 
rom each visit together. These visit-level drizzles were then aligned 
ith each other as described abo v e. 
We then drizzle each filter together, producing a total 1 frame per

lter, again using a small pixel size of 0.01 arcsec. These frames are
hen used as input to an inter filter correlation analysis, where the
 435 W frame is used as the reference. Again, the resulting shifts are
onverted to � RA and � Dec and added to the WCS of the original
rames. This alignment process results in six individual drizzled 
mages that are aligned onto a common grid with consistent world-
oordinate systems. The final pixel scale used was 0 . ′′ 04. 

.1.4 Re-estimating the UV uncertainties 

 simple comparison between the RMS values in the sk y re gions of
he final drizzled image and compared to the median of the errors
iven in the weight frame produced by drizzle indicated that the
rizzle errors were significant o v erestimates of the true standard
eviations, by factors of up to 10. We therefore re-estimate the error
s the quadrature sum of a constant RMS estimated from the sky
egions of the frame and the square root of the signal (counts) in the
rame. Additionally, the drizzling means that the noise in the image is
orrelated. We therefore use the correction factor given in Fruchter &
ook ( 2002 ) to correct for this: 

 = 

1 

1 − 1 
3 r 

, (2) 

here r = pixfrac scale −1 and the pixfrac is set to 1 in this case.
his expression is valid for a filled uniform dither. Our observations
ere designed for this to be a reasonable approximation. Within each
isit, there were several dithering positions taken, and each one was
esigned to reconstruct the PSF with 1/3 pixel dithers in x and y . 

.1.5 PSF matching 

he point spread functions (PSF) of the HST cameras varies strongly
etween the ACS/SBC and the ACS/WFC, and also between the 
ifferent filters in each camera. After the images are aligned, we then
atch images obtained in each filter to a common PSF because our
odelling requires spectral analysis to be performed at the level of

ndividual pixels. 
For the optical filters, we construct PSFs based on T inyT im
odelling (Krist, Hook & Stoehr 2011 ). The raw PSF models from
 inyT im are added to the individual science frames and the final
odels are then extracted from the inserted PSFs in the drizzled and

tacked images. For WFC data, where the spatial variance of the PSF
oes not need to be taken into account, T inyT im provides an accurate
haracterization of the PSF, ho we ver the situation is more complex
or the ACS SBC. The PSF of this instrument is characterized by
 narrow core and strong wings, which are not captured in the
MNRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
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Table 4. Properties derived from the SDSS spectra. 

Galaxy 
E ( B −
V )[mag] O32 12 + log(O/H) N2 index 

J0004 0.14 ± 0.02 3.3 ± 5.7 8.04 ± 0.02 0.026 ± 0.004 
J0139 0.39 ± 0.04 0.28 ± 0.09 8.42 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.03 
J0156 0.09 ± 0.03 1 ± 0.74 8.27 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.017 
J0232 0.1 ± 0.06 4 ± 24 7.84 ± 0.42 0.003 ± 0.016 
J2318 0.18 ± 0.01 0.9 ± 0.2 8.25 ± 0.01 0.132 ± 0.005 
J2353 0.03 ± 0.06 2.4 ± 7.8 8.11 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.01 
J2359 0.13 ± 0.04 1 ± 0.8 8.16 ± 0.04 0.07 ± 0.03 
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 inyT im models. See, for instance, Hayes et al. ( 2016 ) and Melinder
t al. ( 2023 ) for an e xtensiv e discussion of this. For this reason we
ave created a fully empirical PSF model for the SBC filters based
n observations of single stars in the globular cluster NGC 6681.
ased on the models of the individual PSFs, we make and apply a
onvolution kernel that homogenizes the images. 

.1.6 Voronoi binning 

o ensure sufficient signal-to-noise for SED-fitting (which we use to
odel the continuum in the Ly α transmitting filter, see Section 3.2.2 ),

he data were binned using a Voronoi tesselation algorithm. The
lgorithm used was the Weighted Voronoi Tesselation (Diehl &
tatler 2006 ) with the FUV image as a reference. The target signal-

o-noise was 5 and the maximum bin size was set to 50 pixels
0.08 arcsec 2 ). 

.1.7 F inal backgr ound subtraction 

ince we are interested in very low surface brightness emission, the
uality of the background subtraction is crucial. Therefore, as a final
tep of the data reduction, we e v aluated and remo v ed an y residual
ackground in the drizzled images. We masked the data by selecting
 wide annulus around the galaxies and fitted a plane, which was
hen subtracted from the image, leaving a flat background centred on
ero. 

.2 Data analysis 

.2.1 Continuum subtracting H α

n order to get a line-map of H α emission, we need to subtract the
tellar continuum contribution from the narrow-band observations,
hich we do by using the following expression (Hayes & Östlin
006 ): 

 line = 

W b F n − W n F b 

W b W n 
, (3) 

here F b and W b are the flux and width of the broad-band – F 814 W ,
 n , and W n are the flux and width of the narrow-band. W b is taken

o be 1260.3 Å from the instrument manual. For the narrow-band,
e calculate the width based on the expression given in Bohlin &
sv etano v ( 2000 ). We also estimate the uncertainties in this H α frame
sing a 500-iteration Monte Carlo simulation, where we randomize
he broad-band and narrow-band fluxes based on their error frames. 

.2.2 Modelling the UV continuum 

o estimate the stellar continuum at the wavelength of Ly α, we use the
yman Alpha eXtraction Software ( LaXs ; Hayes et al.
009 ), the latest version of which is presented in detail in Melinder
t al. ( 2023 ). For completeness, we provide a summary of the
odelling steps below: 
LaXs models the SED in each pixel, or in this case, Voronoi cell,

nd uses the models to estimate the continuum at Ly α. The input
o LaXs is therefore a set of images from all of our HST bands
hat have been drizzled to the same pixel scale and PSF matched.
t then models the SED for each pixel. The SED model fits two
tellar populations, one young and one old, and a dust extinction.
he age of the old population is kept fixed at 1 Gyr, whereas age of

he young population is allowed to vary between 1 and 100 Myr. The
tellar population spectra are taken from the spectral synthesis code
NRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
tarburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999 ) and are matched to the nebular
etallicity of the galaxy, as measured by the O3N2 metallicity

ndicator (Marino et al. 2013 , see Table 4 ), as closely as possible
ithout interpolating between models. For these fits, we also need

o select a dust attenuation law – on the basis of the low metallicities
nd dwarf nature of our galaxies, we opt for the SMC dust attenuation
aw (Prevot et al. 1984 ) in all cases. The SED fit is used to calculate a
ix el-by-pix el scaling factor that is then applied to the FUV image to
reate the continuum map at the wavelength sampled by the F 150 LP
lter. This estimated continuum is then subtracted from the F 150 LP

mage to create the final Ly α image. 
We use a 500-realization Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to estimate

he statistical errors in each pixel of the resulting Ly α images. In
ach iteration, the input images are perturbed according to their error
rames, and the fits are rerun. The full set of results of the MC
re saved as a datacube, which we use to estimate errors in our
easurements (See Section 4.1 and Section 3.2.4 for specifics). 
In our case, we give LaXs four continuum bands to fit: F 165 LP ,

 435 W , F 555 W , and F 814 W . Ho we ver, the F 814 W also contains a
ontribution from the H α line. Therefore, we first use the following
ompanion result to equation (3) to calculate the line-corrected
ontinuum flux density 

 cont = 

F b − F n 

W b − W n 
. (4) 

he line-corrected F 814 W image is then used in the SED fit in place
f the standard F 814 W data. 
The ramp filters in ACS/WFC also transmit the [N II ] λλ6548,

584 Å doublet. We correct for this contamination in a global sense
sing the spectroscopically measured [N II ] to H α line ratio (N2
ndex, see Section 3.2.3 ). 

.2.3 Optical spectroscopy 

o measure the optical spectroscopic properties of our galaxies, we
ownloaded the SDSS optical spectra and reanalysed them. The
tting code that we use simultaneously measures the fluxes of 18
ptical lines that are constrained to have a common redshift, i.e.
entroid shift. The code also takes into account the varying spectral
esolution of the SDSS spectrograph by linearly interpolating the
pectroscopic resolving power R, which varies from 1600 at ∼3000 Å
o 3500 at ∼9000 Å. The full linewidth of the spectral lines is then
aken as a convolution of the width from the spectrograph and an
ntrinsic linewidth, which is fitted for and kept common for all lines.

We correct our linefluxes for dust absorption using the PyNeb
Luridiana, Morisset & Shaw 2015 ) reddening correction module. We
orrect for both Milky Way extinction and internal dust attenuation
sing the CCM89 law (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 1989 ). Note
hat when describing the SED fit to the stellar continuum abo v e
Section 3.2.2 ), we used the SMC extinction law – the reason for
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Figure 3. An illustration of the annular binned F 150 LP flux of J2318. 
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Figure 4. A comparison of the one-component UV model and the two- 
component model for J0004. This quite clearly shows the additional faint 
extended UV emission that is not captured by a one-component exponential 
fit. We also show the PSF of the F 165 LP filter, demonstrating that the extended 
emission is not due to the wings of the PSF. 
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he difference is that our spectral fitting aims to best estimate the
ehaviour of dust in the ultraviolet, whereas in the optical, the SMC
nd Milky Way laws are almost indistinguishable. The measured line 
uxes are shown in Table 3 and derived quantities such as metallicity,

onization parameter, and dust extinction are shown in Table 4 . 

.2.4 Characterizing the observed Ly α haloes 

he most common way of characterizing low surface brightness 
y α-halo emission is to study azimuthally averaged radial profiles. 
o we ver, when considering data that has been spatially binned, 

uch as the Voronoi binning used here, doing photometry in simple 
ircular annuli would lead to many cases, where the same Voronoi 
ell contributes to the flux in more than one annulus. The data and
rrors in adjacent annuli would therefore become correlated, which 
ay be an issue for correctly fitting the surface brightness profiles. 
To o v ercome this, we use a slightly different method that is based

n Voronoi cells. Each Voronoi cell is assigned a distance to the
entre of the galaxy that is computed as the mean of the distances to
ll the pixels that constitute the cell. We create a set of bins that are
inear in radius, and then assign Voronoi cells to the bins based on
hether their distance lies within the radial bin. This leads to almost

ircular bins with uneven edges, see Fig. 3 , but ensures that a pixel
s only counted once, even in radial averages. The error in each bin
s calculated as the standard deviation of the fluxes of the included
oronoi cells. 
When we construct the radial profiles, we also want to limit

he maximum radius to which we fit in order to a v oid numerical
iases and detector edge effects. We therefore adaptively calculate 
 maximum radius to fit by stopping the radial profile, where two
onsecutive bins fall under a signal-to-noise of 0.75. We demanded 
wo consecutive bins to ensure that any continuum absorption in Ly α
id not stop our radial profile. From testing, we found that the exact
hoice of SNR threshold, if taken within reasonable limits (0.5 to 
.5), did not significantly impact the maximum radius selected by 
he method. The bin sizes are chosen to be small, 0.25 kpc, in the
entral part of the galaxies (central 1 kpc for all galaxies except J2318,
here we used 3 kpc due to the complex extended morphology, see
ection 4.2.5 ) and larger in the outskirts. The larger bin size was
hosen for each galaxy to correspond to ≈10 px, which is slightly
arger than the maximum size of a Voronoi cell. This makes sure that
he annuli are complete and not broken up. We conducted several 
ests of binning pattern but found that the results were insensitive to
hem. 

We then fit the Ly α as well as the FUV and H α profiles constructed
sing the FUV brightest pixel as the centre. For FUV and H α,
e fit single exponential profiles. For Ly α, ho we ver, we want

o characterize the level of contribution from an extended halo 
omponent and compare the results to high-redshift works. We 
herefore follow Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ) and construct the Ly α-model
s the sum of two exponentials – one core component and one halo
omponent – where the scale length of the core component is taken to
e the same as the scale length of the FUV emission, but the amplitude
s allowed to vary. The halo component is left unconstrained. 

Additionally, to characterize the emission of Ly α properly, we 
eed to address the fact that when using filter-based observations, 
uch as our synthesized Ly α band, continuum absorption can become 
ignificant in FUV bright galaxy regions. Therefore we mask all 
oronoi tesselations that show ne gativ e Ly α and that lie within 2 kpc
f the brightest pixel during the fitting. 
While this procedure allows us to directly compare results with 

eclercq et al. ( 2017 ), we can also use the detail in our low- z data
o explore other physically moti v ated models. Almost all our targets
with the possible exception of J2318, see Section 4.2.5 ) show appar-
nt UV emission that is extended compared to the single exponential
t. We therefore extend the previous model by modelling the UV
ith a two-component exponential profile instead of a single profile. 
Fig. 4 shows the FUV profile of J0004 and clearly demonstrates

his extended low SB component. The two-component profile, which 
s shown as the light blue line, follows the points at larger radii far
etter than the single component model. When comparing the sum 

f squared residuals outside 3 kpc, we find that the two component
odel reduces this by a factor of more than 2 on average. 
Fitting the high and low SB points well at the same time is

hallenging, ho we v er, and we resolv ed this by fitting the UV data
n two steps. First, we fit the central profile, as described abo v e.
his profile is used to generate a set of constraints for the full two-
omponent fit. Specifically, the central component scale length is 
onstrained to be the same as the one component fit, and the outer
omponent scale length is constrained to be larger than that central
MNRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
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M

Table 5. Fluxes and luminosities in Ly α, H α, and FUV. 

Galaxy Ly α flux 1 Ly α luminosity 2 H α flux 1 H α luminosity 2 FUV flux 3 FUV luminosity 4 

J0004 560 ± 19 96 ± 3 970 ± 140 166 ± 24 29.6 ± 0.2 5.063 ± 0.036 
J0139 42 ± 16 13 ± 5 298 ± 31 91 ± 9 9.7 ± 0.13 2.95 ± 0.04 
J0156 1220 ± 51 276 ± 12 490 ± 158 111 ± 36 36.7 ± 0.5 8.29 ± 0.12 
J0232 75 ± 10 23 ± 3 130 ± 55 41 ± 17 2.46 ± 0.08 0.762 ± 0.024 
J2318 1433 ± 40 276 ± 8 2100 ± 130 405 ± 26 74.3 ± 0.43 14.30 ± 0.08 
J2353 556 ± 15 90 ± 2.4 405 ± 60 66 ± 10 9.645 ± 0.169 1.567 ± 0.027 
J2359 720 ± 30 150 ± 6 170 ± 100 35 ± 21 42.5 ± 0.3 8.88 ± 0.06 

1 Flux in units of 10 −17 erg s −1 cm 

−2 . 2 Luminosity in units of 10 40 erg s −1 . 3 Flux density in units of 10 −17 erg s −1 cm 

−2 Å−1 . 
4 Luminosity density in units of 10 40 erg s −1 Å−1 . 
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Table 6. Table of escape fractions, equi v alent widths of Ly α, measured halo 
fractions from the three component model and the size of the global aperture 
used. 

Galaxy Ly α f esc Ly α EW HF Aperture 
[ Å] [arcsec] 

J0004 0.048 ± 0.007 15.3 ± 0.4 0.68 ± 0.02 3.6 
J0139 0.007 ± 0.003 3.3 ± 0.9 0.30 ± 0.30 1.2 
J0156 0.23 ± 0.08 26.2 ± 0.9 0.78 ± 0.01 4.0 
J0232 0.05 ± 0.02 23.3 ± 2.5 0.58 ± 0.09 1.2 
J2318 0.052 ± 0.004 15.4 ± 0.4 0.90 ± 0.17 4.8 
J2353 0.15 ± 0.02 46.7 ± 1.2 0.81 ± 0.08 1.6 
J2359 0.370 ± 0.22 13.4 ± 0.4 0.48 ± 0.05 2.8 
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ne. All other parameters are left free. In this model, we fit Ly α using
hree components: one core and one extended component, with scales
nd relative amplitudes set by the two-component FUV fit, and one
alo exponential component. 
In Fig. 4 , we also show the PSF of the F 165 LP filter, noting that

he second UV component is significantly brighter than the extended
SF wings even in J0004 which is one of the most compact sources.
e also made an estimate of the potential contribution of nebular

ontinuum to the UV emission based on the H α surface brightness
rofile. The conversion factor between H α emission and nebular
ontinuum is approximately 0.003 −1 at 1500 Å, and we find that the
stimated nebular continuum is far below the measured UV surface
rightness in all our targets. Any dust obscuration would reduce the
ebular continuum contribution even further. 
We can further leverage our low- z data by using our H α observa-

ions and by considering the fact that, while the FUV should trace the
tellar component that gives rise to the ionizing photons powering the
y α emission, H α should trace the gas, where the Ly α is produced.
o we should really be comparing to H α to determine whether Ly α

s significantly extended and affected by spatial scattering. Ho we ver,
he signal-to-noise of the H α data is lower than both the FUV and Ly α
nd the radius found by the adaptive radial profile (see description
bo v e) was quite small for H α. Therefore, we were only able to use
t to constrain the central part of Ly α. The approach we took was
herefore to fit Ly α with two components, while constraining the
entre using H α instead of Ly α. The results of this are described in
ection 5.4 . 

 RESULTS  

.1 Global Ly α properties of the sample 

irst, we place our sample in the context of other Ly α-emitting
alaxies and contrast global output with other studies. Global fluxes
ere measured in circular apertures designed to encapsulate the full
y α halo flux, henceforth referred to as global apertures. We set

he size of the global apertures by iterativ ely e xtending them from
he UV brightest point and increasing their size by 10 pixels per
teration until the signal-noise-ratio in the next 10px wide annulus
as below 1 i.e. it would add more noise than signal. The fluxes and

uminosities of the Ly α, H α, and FUV measured in this aperture are
isted in Table 5 , while derived dust extinction, metallicity, and O32

[O III ]5007/[O II ]372,729 ratio are shown in Table 4 . Errors on the
y α, H α, and FUV fluxes were derived as the standard deviation
f the measurements made in each layer of the MC cube (see
ection 3.2.2 ). 
We robustly detect Ly α ( > 5 σ ) in the global aperture in six out of

even targets. In the remaining target, the global aperture shows a
NRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
3 σ detection. We stress that this is in a large aperture and therefore
s heavily impacted by central absorption. We detect Ly α emission
round all galaxies when considering binned annuli. The escape
ractions and equi v alent widths of Ly α are presented in Table 6 . The
y α escape fraction is defined as 

 esc = 

Ly α

8 . 7 × H α
, (5) 

here H α is corrected for dust extinction and 8.7 is the assumed
ntrinsic Ly α to H α ratio. We find that our sample spans a large
ange in escape fractions, from 0.7 to 37 per cent. The equi v alent
idths ranges from 4.4 Å in J0139 to 57 Å in J2353. 
In Fig. 5, we show the correlations of the Ly α escape fraction

nd EW with some nebular properties of the gas. Specifically,
e show correlations with dust extinction ( E ( B − V )), ionization
arameter traced by the O32 ratio, and the metallicity of the galaxies
easured from the O3N2 index using the Marino et al. ( 2013 )

alibration. In addition to the seven galaxies presented in this work,
e also show data for the LARS sample from Melinder et al. ( 2023 ,

edshift range 0.028 ≤ z ≤ 0.181) and a large collection of low
edshift (0.02 ≤ z ≤ 0.44) COS observations taken from the Lyman
lpha Spectral Database (LASD; Runnholm, Gronke & Hayes 2021 ;
ayes et al. 2023 , and references therein). The optical data for all
alaxies comes from the SDSS. We note that these different samples
av e v ery dif ferent selection ef fects and observ ational methods and
ould not necessarily be comparable; we show this comparison
rimarily to illustrate that our sample does not appear different
rom any of the others, regardless of how the measurements were
ade. We see substantial scatter in all of the displayed relations,

ut when taken in conjunction with large archi v al samples, some
lear trends do emerge. In fact, as indicated by the Kendall-tau
orrelation metrics displayed in the panels, all of the correlations
ecome statistically significant with some correlations, such as Ly α
W and O32 ratio and the anticorrelation between Ly α f esc with
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Figure 5. Correlation plots of the global Ly α properties of our sample. Grey points indicate galaxies with Ly α measured in COS spectroscopy using the LASD 

data base (Runnholm et al. 2021 ). Light blue diamonds show the distribution of Ly α properties of the LARS and eLARS galaxies measured in a global aperture. 
The τ in each panel indicates the Kendall-tau correlation coefficient of all galaxies shown, and p indicates the corresponding p-value. 
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ust extinction ( E ( B − V )) having p-values as low as 10 −16 and
≈ 0.5. 

.2 Detailed discussion of the sample 

n this section, we discuss our observations and our sample of
alaxies in more detail since some of our objects show interesting 
eatures in all observed bandpasses, and careful consideration of 
he surface brightness profiles and fits are useful for interpreting 
ubsequent results. 

For each target, we present one figure akin to Fig. 6 . Panel a shows
 three-colour image of H α in red, FUV in green, and Ly α in blue
ith arcsinh scaling. The rest of the top row (panels b –d ) shows the

ndividual bands with the same colour assignment but log scaled. The 
econd row (panels e –g ) shows binned radial profiles and multiple
omponent fits to the data (two components for UV and H α and three
omponents for Ly α). 

.2.1 J0004 

0004 is shown in Fig. 6 and has a notably compact and circular
ppearance even in high spatial resolution HST imaging. The total 
scape fraction of Ly α is quite low at 5 per cent, due to strong
ontinuum absorption in the centre of the galaxy. The UV shows a
harp peak with a scale length of 0.23 kpc and then a clear, flatter
uter component (scale length 1.39 kpc), which is much fainter (the 
mplitude difference is approximately a factor of 100). Despite taking 
he extended UV emission into account, we find that there is still
vidence for extended halo emission in the Ly α-profile with the 
xtended outer component showing a distinctly higher amplitude 
elative to the centre than in the FUV as well as a slightly flatter
lope (scale length of 1.65 kpc). There are also hints that the Ly α
s flattening out even further at radii abo v e 10 kpc; ho we ver, the
emaining data are too low signal-to-noise to determine this with 
ny certainty. The measured Ly α halo fraction of this galaxy is
.69 ± 0.03. 
Turning to the H α surface brightness profile, we note firstly that

t is only well traced out to a radius of ∼4 kpc. The data seem
ell described by two exponential profiles. The slope of the H α is
istinctly shallower than the core component of the UV. This could
ndicate that ionizing photons produced in the most UV bright regions
ravel some distance before being absorbed and ionizing the gas. We
ill discuss this further in Section 5.4 . 

.2.2 J0139 

he morphology of J0139 is dominated by two star-forming clumps, 
hich can also be seen as two distinct bumps in the radial profile.
espite the clumped morphology, the FUV radial profile is reason- 

bly well described by a central exponential decline, and there is
ompelling evidence for extended FUV emission (panel e of Fig. 7 )
hat is well captured by a two-component FUV model. The galaxy
hows strong central absorption but has weak Ly α emission around 
he clumps. Panel g demonstrates that the Ly α is very weak in
his target and that constraining the contribution from a Ly α halo
n this case is difficult. This is reflected in the uncertainty on the
easured halo fraction 0.19 ± 0.28, which is consistent with zero 

alo contribution, as we would expect from looking at the few Ly α
ata points. 
MNRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(g)(f)(e)

Figure 6. Images and surface brightness profiles for J0004. All surface brightnesses are given in units of 10 −18 erg −1 s −1 Å−1 arcsec −2 : a) Ly α, FUV, and 
H α composite image with arcsinh scaling to highlight low surface brightness. b) Log-scaled F 165 LP UV image; c) Log-scaled H α image; d) Log-scaled Ly α
image; e) binned radial surface brightness profile of the FUV, together with the best-fit two-component model of the emission. Note that the FUV emission is 
given in flux densities rather than fluxes, i.e. [erg s −1 Å−1 cm 

−2 arcsec −2 ] since it is continuum emission rather than integrated line emission; f) binned radial 
surface brightness profile of the H α, together with the best fit two component model of the emission; g) binned radial surface brightness profile of the Ly α, 
together with the best fit three component model of the emission. 
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The H α emission is quite weak outside the very central parts of
he galaxy, and the pronounced two-clump morphology of the system
rives the fit to find a flat second component. One could consider
everal ways of treating this morphology, including removing the
ata point at 3 kpc, which would return the profile to an approximate
xponential decline, or modelling this extra component using an
dditional core component modelled in two dimensions. Ho we ver,
oing detailed 2D modelling of our targets is beyond the scope of
his work. We will, ho we v er, further e xamine the H α properties
f these galaxies in a forthcoming paper using deep ground-based
bservations. 

.2.3 J0156 

0156 (Fig. 8 ) is morphologically similar to J0004 i.e. circular
nd compact. Ho we ver, as is clear from the three colour image
here is also evidence for a secondary structure to the north-east
f the main galaxy, which could be a fainter star forming knot or a
emnant of an interaction that possibly caused the central starburst.
he Ly α emission from J0156 is significantly stronger than J0004

with a total luminosity of 1.2 × 10 42 erg s −1 ), and it has a global
scape fraction of 23 per cent. One possible reason for this is lower
entral continuum absorption. While we cannot measure the level of
ontinuum absorption with our data we note that this galaxy shows
NRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
ewer absorption dominated pix els, i.e. pix els that are ne gativ e in the
y α image, in the UV bright regions than the other targets and the

mplied escape fraction for the central 1 kpc is around 15 per cent. 
Examining the surface brightness profiles, beginning with the FUV

n panel e , we note several similarities with J0004, specifically a
teep, bright central core component and a flat outer component. We
o note, ho we ver, that in this case, there are a significant number of
V points that show an even flatter slope outside of 20 kpc before the

ignal-to-noise drops below our threshold. Similar extended emission
s also seen in the Ly α SB profile, but the Ly α halo component is
atter and significantly brighter relative to the core brightness than

ts FUV counterpart, leading to a large measured halo fraction of
.78 ± 0.012. 

.2.4 J0232 

0232 (Fig. 9 ) is the smallest galaxy in our sample in both angular
nd physical size. The FUV profile shows very compact emission and
ome hints of turno v er at a radius of 5 kpc. The H α shows similar
eha viour b ut unfortunately cannot be traced out to this radius,
eaving us unable to confirm the presence of a similar turno v er.
he Ly α profile has an inner core that is well-described by the
UV and H α radial profile fits, but has a distinct and very extended
econdary emission component that is significantly flatter than the
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(a) (c)(b) (d)

(g)(f)(e)

Figure 7. Ly α, H α, and FUV profiles for J0139. For a detailed description of each panel see Fig. 6 . 
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UV secondary component. Ho we ver, the strength of this extended 
mission relative to the core is lower than in J0004 and J0156, leading
o a halo fraction of 0.58 ± 0.09. 

.2.5 J2318 

2318 is the largest and structurally most complicated of the galaxies 
n our sample. The main structure of the galaxy in the FUV is
omposed of a number of star-forming clumps, many of which also 
mit bright H α. There are also additional structures visible both in
UV and H α, including a series of emission spots tracing a faint arm-

ike feature to the north-east, and a strong clump of H α emission to
he north-west. 

Attending now to the radial profile of the FUV in panel d , we see
hat it is quite uneven and ‘bumpy’, reflecting the clumpy structure
f the galaxy. Ho we ver, unlike the profiles of the other targets, it
ollo ws a relati v ely straight e xponential decline, as opposed to a
right central emission core and a faint extended component. The 
UV points do show a slight flattening at the very highest radii,
round 20 kpc, but the SNR of the data is insufficient to trace this
urther. This smooth decline in surface brightness leads to issues with 
ur model description. The data itself strongly resembles a single 
xponential, and this is corroborated by the fit returning similar scale 
engths for both components but one having a smaller amplitude. 
ur conclusion, in this case, is that a single exponential decline is

he best description of the surface brightness profile while stopping 
hort of spatially decomposing the galaxy and simultaneously fitting 
ach individual clump. 
Turning now to the H α and Ly α profiles, we note that they are
ery similar to the UV, both following smooth exponential declines. 
o we ver, we do note that the scale length of the H α profile is

lightly larger than that of the FUV, and that the Ly α scale length
s in turn slightly larger than that of H α. Together, this indicates
hat ionizing photons travel some distance before ionizing hydrogen 
toms, creating H α and Ly α photons and potentially that Ly α photons
hen scatter even further from the site of creation. One should again
eep in mind that we cannot trace H α as far as Ly α and that the
lope of the Ly α may be impacted by those large radius points. The
act that a single exponential dominates the fit leads to a large halo
raction of 0.90 ± 0.17. 

.2.6 J2353 

hile the o v erall morphology of J2353 is similar to J0004 and
0156, panel a of Figs 11 and 1 show that it is more extended along
ne axis. Contrasting panels a and c , we also note that the Ly α
ppears significantly more circular than the FUV. Similar contrasts 
etween UV and Ly α have been observed in edge on systems, such
s Mrk 1486 (Duval et al. 2016 ; Rasekh et al. 2021 ), and may be
ue to preferential Ly α escape in the direction of galactic outflows
manating from the plane of the galaxy. 

Attending next to the surface brightness profiles, we see that the
UV has a very distinct core with a scale length of 0.4 kpc and a
econdary faint component with a scale length of ≈3.2 kpc. There
re also hints at a further, even flatter component at very large radii.
e are unable to trace the H α profile very far but see that it is well
MNRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
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(g)(f)(e)

Figure 8. Ly α, H α, and FUV profiles for J0156. For a detailed description of each panel see Fig. 6 . 
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arametrized with two components, with a sharp central peak and
hen a flatter decline, but the number of data points is low and the
rofile can be adequately described with a single profile with a scale
ength around 0.7 kpc, i.e. larger than the core scale length of the 
V. 
The Ly α shows some interesting behaviour, with a distinctly flatter

ecline than the FUV profile, almost directly from the centre. This,
aken in conjunction with the H α may indicate that ionizing photons
re travelling some distance from the centre before ionizing. The
ata has insufficient signal to noise to trace the Ly α far enough to
ell whether the secondary FUV emission also manifests in the Ly α.
o we ver, the non-detection of Ly α at large radii may indicate that the

econdary FUV component is coming from a stellar population that
oes not produce significant ionizing radiation, and hence, no Ly α.
his situation does not match a classical extended halo. Ho we ver, if
e interpret the core FUV as the primary ionizing component, the
y α extension essentially describes a halo around this component.
e will refer to this as an inner excess to differentiate it from a more

lassical halo. The fraction of emission from this inner excess is quite
arge: 0.81 ± 0.08. 

.2.7 J2359 

2359 is perhaps one of the most interesting objects in our sample.
n the optical image (last panel of Fig. 1 ) the galaxy does not appear
articularly different from the rest of the sample, with a compact
orphology closely resembling that of J0232 and J2353. Ho we ver,
hen we look at the line map in panel c of Fig. 12 , the H α emission
NRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
rom J2359 is very diffuse and in fact appears distinctly less bright
n the central regions of the galaxy, contrary to all the other galaxies
tudied here. The Ly α to H α ratio in the central 0.5 kpc radius is
2.6 ± 2.9 – a 1.3 sigma deviation abo v e the expected recombination
atio of 8.7. 

We interpret this as a sign of the removal of gas from the interior of
he galaxy by feedback from the formation of the central star clusters.
 similar situation is seen in the local starburst galaxy ESO338-IG04,
here the region around one of the clusters presents a ‘hole’ when
iewed in both H α and [O III ] (Hayes et al. 2005 ; Östlin et al. 2009 ;
ik et al. 2015 ). Additionally, this e v acuated region is exceptionally
right in Ly α (Hayes et al. 2005 ) – a situation that is very much akin
o J2359. The key difference between these cases is that for J2359 the
acated region is ≈10 times larger than in ESO338-IG04, and while
he galaxy is also quite small, this probably points to an episode of
xceptionally strong feedback. 

We also note that the observed E ( B − V ) of 0.13 (see Table 4 ) would
mply an escape fraction of ≈30 per cent for Ly α, even without
onsidering any additional effects from resonant scattering. The
entral escape fraction of 140 ± 30 per cent is clearly exceptional,
t least from the central regions of a galaxy. This naturally raises
he question of how such a bright Ly α may be created without H α

mission showing from the same region. There are essentially three
ossibilities. First, it may be the result of scattered Ly α radiation
rom an outer emission region, i.e. Ly α that is actually produced
pproximately cospatially with H α but that then scatters back towards
he centre of the galaxy . Essentially , this scenario implies that what
e are seeing as a ring in H α is actually the limb brightening of a

pherical shell emitting gas. Resonant scattering of Ly α emitted from
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(g)(f)(e)

Figure 9. Ly α, H α, and FUV profiles for J0232. For a detailed description of each panel see Fig. 6 . 
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uch a shell would act as a smoothing of the structure and ele v ate the
y α to H α ratio in the centre. 
Second, it may be due to collisional excitation of the Ly α line.

n principle, this mechanism can create Ly α emission with a much 
igher Ly α to H α ratio than recombination. Ho we ver, the production
fficiency of collisional Ly α depends on the square of the gas density.
he implication of relatively low densities in the centre of the galaxy

rom the H α observation would then suggest that this is not a
ominant mechanism. 
The third is scattering in a dusty and clumpy medium. This
echanism was initially proposed by Neufeld ( 1991 ) as a situation

hat would boost Ly α EW. In this case, the resonant Ly α line will
catter on the surface of the clumps and will naturally escape through
ow-density channels, while non-resonant emission will be captured 
nd absorbed by the dense clumps. Ho we ver, this scenario requires
ery specific gas and dust conditions to work – specifically requiring 
he medium to be very static relative to the Ly α radiation, since a
elocity offset between the clumps and the Ly α photons would allow 

hem to penetrate into the dense dusty clumps and be efficiently 
xtincted (for details, see Laursen, Duval & Östlin 2013 ). 

The general behaviour of the Ly α radial profile is very similar
o J2318, showing a inner excess rather than a classical halo. 
evertheless the emission from the extended Ly α component is quite 

trong and the halo fraction of this target is 0.48 ± 0.05. 

.3 Ly α halo sizes 

n this section, we discuss the comparison between our targets and 
igh redshift observations. We will primarily consider the results 
rom the two component model here, as that is most directly
omparable to the work of Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ), in particular when
omparing UV and Ly α scale lengths. It is worth noting that the
omparison of halo fractions would be largely unaffected by using the 
hree-component model, as demonstrated by Fig. 13 , which shows the 
alo fractions of the two-component model versus the halo fractions 
f the three-component model. We find that the new model with
wo FUV components can describe the full FUV profile significantly 
etter, but that the extended UV is very faint compared to the peak
ore flux. In particular, the relative core to halo flux level in the UV
s much higher than in the Ly α, which means that the additional UV
omponent has only marginal effects on the Ly α halo fit. The result
s that the halo fractions that we measure are largely unchanged, with
ecreases on the order of a few per cent, as shown in Fig. 13 . 
Panel a of Fig. 14 shows the scale length of the Ly α halo

omponent versus the scale length of the UV emission. The grey
oints from Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ) are scattered around the 10:1 line,
nd the majority of our galaxies fall within this distribution. Ho we ver,
ur galaxies tend to lie towards smaller Ly α o v er FUV scale length
atios, with the smallest ratios being those of J2318 and J0139. One
hould keep in mind that J0139 has a very weak Ly α detection, and
hus no extended Ly α halo is present in our data, and that J2318
as a v ery comple x morphology, which leads to a single exponential
ecline in the light profile rather than a clear core and halo as seen
n other targets. To establish whether our seven targets are consistent
ith the high- z distribution, we performed a two sample KS test on

he Ly α halo to FUV scale length ratios. We found that our sample
as a statistically significantly smaller ratio (mean ratio 5.6 versus 
2 kpc in Leclercq et al. ( 2017 )), with a p-value of 0.01. When
0139 and J2318 are excluded, the mean is 7.4 kpc and the statistical
MNRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
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Figure 10. Ly α, H α, and FUV profiles for J2318. For a detailed description of each panel see Fig. 6 . 
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ignificance drops to 0.26, i.e. the distributions are not significantly
ifferent, although it should be noted that the number of data points
s in this case very low. 

We note that the LARS points have a greater o v erlap with high-
edshift points in the FUV to Ly α ratio, but also that they extend
o smaller sizes both in FUV and Ly α. This is most likely not due
o LARS galaxies being smaller than galaxies observed by Leclercq
t al. ( 2017 ), but rather that the observations are resolving internal
tructures (star-forming clumps) in these low- z galaxies. At the most
ompact end, we are observing scale lengths as small as 0.2 kpc,
hich would correspond to 0.02 arcsec, or about half a HST pixel at
 = 3, which would not be observ able. Ne vertheless, if we include
he LARS points in the size-ratio analysis, the difference between the
ow and high redshift distributions is no longer significant (p-value
f 0.14). 
Panel b of Fig. 14 shows the Ly α halo luminosity as measured

rom the fitted model against the halo fraction (HF) of Ly α. We define
he halo fraction as the fraction of model flux coming from the halo
omponent compared to the total model flux when both are integrated
o infinity. It is clear that the distribution of our galaxies is quite
onsistent with the high-redshift results, which we confirm using a
wo sample KS test (p-value = 0.6). Our seven targets mostly scatter
etween 50 and 85 per cent contribution from the halo with one target
aving a lower HF of 0.25 but with very significant measurement
ncertainties. This panel also shows the distribution of points from
he LARS sample, and when those are included, we see that the
elative halo contributions at low redshifts appear to be higher than
t high redshifts, although it should be noted that this is largely driven
y points that lie at Ly α luminosities below what is observed in the
y α selected sample of Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ). 
NRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Improving the UV modelling 

he comparison with Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ) used a fitting methodol-
gy that was as similar as possible to the procedure employed in that
aper. Ho we ver, at lo w- z cosmological surface brightness dimming
s significantly less than at the redshifts probed by Leclercq et al.
 2017 , a factor of > 200 less when compared to redshift 4), which
llows us to probe lower SB FUV emission. As can be seen from
igs 6 –12 and Fig. 4, the UV light profile is not exponential beyond
adii of a few kpc, but is centrally peaked within this radius and
hen flattens (Section 5.1 ). Similar results have already been noted
y Izotov et al. ( 2016 ) and are likely attributable to a population of
lder stars that formed recently enough to remain bright in the UV but
ere not formed in the current burst of star formation. Even if clumpy

nd sparsely distributed, the light profile of such a population may
ppear to decline roughly exponentially when azimuthally averaged,
s done here. 

This faint, additional component would not be visible in the z >
 studies because cosmological surface brightness dimming would
lace it below the detection thresholds (see Section 5.2 ). These
nown high- z galaxies also subtend small angular sizes, and one
annot bin o v er v ery large areas to collect diffuse light. Stacking of
ST data remains a possibility to determine whether similar UV light
rofiles are in place at high z, but this is beyond the scope of this work.
f the HST cameras cannot detect the extended continuum light but the
y α is captured by the much higher surface brightness sensitivity of
USE, then halo fractions could be artificially o v erestimated in high-

 samples that combine the two data sets and a parametric approach.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 11. Ly α, H α, and FUV profiles for J2353. For a detailed description of each panel see Fig. 6 . 
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If we want to study extended Ly α haloes and specifically the Ly α
mission that is not associated with stellar UV emission, it could be
mportant to take this faint stellar component into account. Ho we ver,
s we discussed in Section 4.3 , this additional UV emission seems
o have very little effect on the Ly α profile fit, and therefore despite
he addition of a faint UV component, there is still evidence for
ignificant extended Ly α. In two cases, ho we ver, we note that the Ly α
rofile is best described with an ‘inner excess’ component that has 
n intermediate scale length, i.e. larger than the core UV component 
ut smaller than the faint outer UV component. We interpret this as
vidence that only the central bright UV component is the primary 
ource of ionizing photons, leading to the production of extended 
y α emission either through escape of ionizing photons – producing 
y α in situ – or resonant scattering. 
Further support for this picture comes from the age maps produced 

y the SED fitting routine. We measured the UV luminosity-weighted 
ge of the region of the galaxy dominated by the inner component
nd contrasted it with the age measured in an annulus around that.
e find that for both targets that show an inner excess, the central

ge is around 3 to 4 Myr and the outer age is 600 to 700 Myr, which
mplies that the core is producing ionizing photons at essentially 

aximum efficiency, whereas the outer component is comparatively 
ot producing any ionizing photons (Leitherer et al. 1999 ). The 
resence of an old population may bring into question the analogue 
ature of these targets to high- z observations, but we note that the
bserved ages are nevertheless significantly lower than the age of the 
niverse at the redshifts of the high- z comparison samples ( z ∼ 4)
nd thus that such populations may exist but would be very hard to
bserve (see also Section 2.1 ). 
.2 Comparison with high- z samples: selection methods and 

ethodology 

his project was designed to image Ly α haloes in a way that allows
heir extended light to be quantitatively contrasted with the data from
igh- z studies. The objecti ve, ho we ver, is limited by both technology
nd selection effects. No FUV IFUs exist in space and we must
nstead use narrow-band imaging. Moreo v er, no current satellite has
 large-volume Ly α surv e y capabilities, so all targets must be pre-
elected with unknown Ly α properties, before observation with HST . 

Our galaxies were selected based on star formation and UV 

roperties, specifically chosen to sample highly star forming galaxies 
ven compared to the main sequence at z � 3, but this differs
ubstantially from typical LBG and LAE selections. MUSE samples 
re a combination of UV preselection from HST imaging for sources
righter than 27th magnitude in the F 775 W filter and emission line
election for sources fainter than this in the HST . Ho we ver, since
nly galaxies with significant UV continuum detections can have 
heir sizes measured, it is likely that faint, high-EW galaxies at high-
 will enter the comparison samples. This will lessen the impact
f emission line selection effects. As mentioned in Section 2.1 , our
V absolute magnitudes were selected to o v erlap with the fainter
uartile of those in Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ), and extend to reach the
agnitudes of the L 

� LBGs of Steidel et al. ( 2011 ). We also show
e.g. in Fig. 14 ) that the UV scale lengths of our sample closely agree
ith those found for LAEs and LBGs at z > 3, and therefore argue

hat differences resulting from selection should be relatively minor. 
e still caution, ho we ver, that these differences cannot be quantified

nd that there is no way to test these effects with current technology.
MNRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
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Figure 12. Ly α, H α, and FUV profiles for J2359. For a detailed description of each panel see figure 6 . 

Figure 13. Comparison of the Ly α halo fractions derived using a three 
component Ly α model ( y -axis) to a two component Ly α model ( x -axis). 
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We further consider the relative depths of our Ly α observations
ompared to Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ), by examining the signal-to-
oise ratio in the binned radial profiles as a function of surface
rightness. We reach a SNR of three roughly at an average surface
rightness of ∼3 × 10 −17 erg s −1 cm 

−2 arcsec −2 (e.g. panel g in Figs 6
o 12 ). In order to compare this to the results of Leclercq et al.
 2017 ), we need to take cosmological surface brightness dimming
NRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
nto account. For this simple comparison, we assume a single redshift
f 0.25 for our galaxies and four for the MUSE surv e ys, implying
 difference of a factor of 256 in surface brightness. If the faintest
sophotes that we can detect at z ≈ 0.25 were instead produced
y galaxies at z = 4, the corresponding surface brightness would
e � 1 × 10 −19 erg s −1 cm 

−2 arcsec −2 – this is indeed very similar
o the detection limits given for individual galaxies in the MUSE-
eep sample (Leclercq et al. 2017 ), and also corresponds to the

aintest level shown in the full stack of LBGs by Steidel et al. ( 2011 ).
e conclude that our observations reach comparable depths in the

estframe to those measured at high-redshifts. 

.3 Do characteristic Ly α halo sizes ev olv e with redshift? 

espite the differences in selection, observation techniques and
otential variation in observation depth our results are broadly
onsistent with published results from high redshifts. Panel a of
ig. 14 shows that our galaxies appear to exhibit slightly smaller
y α to FUV scale length ratios compared to high redshift. 
While the small number of our targets limits the strength of this

onclusion, the effect is strong enough that it warrants a discussion of
hat physical differences in the CGM of these galaxies could cause
 drop in the observed Ly α to FUV scale length ratio. If the neutral
as in the CGM is clumpy instead of homogeneous, Ly α photons
ould escape out through the lower density channels between the
lumps, requiring less spectral redistribution for an optically thin
ath out of the galaxy to appear. Since scattering is essentially
 random walk process, this would reduce the path length Ly α
hotons travel before escape, lowering the scale length of the halo.
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(b) (a)

Figure 14. Panel a : Relation between halo scale length and UV scale length. Grey points indicate galaxies from Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ). Light blue points are 
measurements from the LARS sample (Rasekh et al. 2021 ). Diagonal lines denote lines of constant relation between the Ly α halo and FUV scale lengths, denoted 
rs halo , and rs cont , respectiv ely. P anel b : Distribution of measured halo fractions v ersus the Ly α luminosity of the galaxy. Histograms show the distributions of 
the points for the three samples (MUSE, LARS, and this work). 
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imilar effects might be achieved if the velocity structure in the CGM
as significantly changed between low and high redshift. Spatially 
esolved spectroscopic observations of the Ly α emission from the 
alo may be able to provide some clues, ho we ver, such observ ations
re very challenging at low redshift. Both of these scenarios assume 
hat the production of the Ly α halo is dominated by scattering. 

Another potential cause of reduction in relative Ly α to FUV size 
ould come from dust being present in the haloes of lower redshift
alaxies. It is possible that lower - z systems ha ve had more time to
roduce dust and, in particular, transport this dust from the central 
tar-forming regions to the outskirts through outflows. This could be 
bserv able with sensiti ve ground-based observ ations of H α and H β,
nd we will examine this in a forthcoming work. 

Ho we ver, due to the sample size, the statistical effect is not very
trong, and including the results of the LARS galaxies reduces the 
tatistical significance to the point where we cannot conclude that 
here is a difference between the distributions. 

Turning to panel b of Fig. 14 , we note that the halo flux fraction
istribution of our seven galaxies is statistically consistent with the 
igh- z sample with a mean around 70 per cent. In this case, adding
he LARS points would indicate that halo fractions at low- z are larger
han at high- z, ho we ver, we note that this effect is driven mostly by
ow Ly α-luminosity galaxies that would not be observed at high- z.
hese galaxies hav e v ery little central Ly α-emission – leading to
ery high observed halo fractions. 

When taken together, these observations seem to indicate a 
otential reduction in the relative extent of Ly α compared to the 
UV, but when all low-redshift observations are taken into account, 
his effect is not seen, and the results are inconclusive. This brings us
o the conclusion that despite the elapse of ∼10 Gyr between the low-
nd high-redshift samples, there is not much change in the spatial
istribution of Ly α. This conclusion holds most strongly in absolute
erms (measures of the physical sizes) but also in relative terms (with
espect to the ultraviolet continuum) when considering all low- z 
alaxies together. The fact that we appear to be sampling similar
bjects and haloes to similar depths provides additional confidence 
n this lack of evolution. We further consider the spectroscopic 
esults of Hayes et al. ( 2021 ), in which we identified no evolution
n the kinematic properties of Ly α between comparable low- and 
igh- z g alaxy samples (ag ain using HST /COS and VLT/MUSE,
espectively). Taken as a whole, these results are encouraging for 
he use of low-redshift observations in efforts to probe the processes
ngoing in early universe galaxies: the ratios between bright central 
mission and diffuse halo emission are comparable in both redshift 
egimes, and observational biases such as aperture effects will be 
imilar. As far as Ly α observations can say, the distributions of dust
nd gas that influence Ly α transport do not evolve strongly. 

.4 Extended H α: Ly α-haloes produced by in situ 

ecombinations or resonance scattering? 

e now focus on the physical origin of the haloes. Is the extended
mission produced by scattered radiation, or is it produced by 
ecombining gas at large radii? Since H α traces the same gas that
roduces Ly α, we can use our H α observations to quantify this issue.
MNRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
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he SNR of the H α data means that we cannot trace it to large radii,
hich complicates the comparison. Nevertheless, the experiment is

nteresting, and we therefore perform two component fits to the Ly α
rofile entirely akin to before, with the one difference that instead
f constraining the central component using the FUV data, we now
se the H α data. We find that the difference in quality of the fits is
arginal and does not warrant any strong conclusions. Within the

ncertainties of the data, the core profile of Ly α can be adequately
onstrained by both FUV and H α. Ho we ver, we do note that in many
f the profiles, H α seems to be slightly more extended than the
UV. 
In order to definitively answer whether Ly α is produced by in

itu recombinations or dominated by scattering, we would require
ore sensitive or deeper data in H α that would tell us whether

he H α also shows a break in the profile slope akin to the Ly α
nd at which relative surface brightness. We have obtained MUSE
ata for this purpose, and this will be the subject of a forthcoming 
aper. 

H α emission being extended beyond the ionizing star forming
nots may have several important implications for galaxy obser-
ations, most notably the escape of ionizing radiation (LyC). LyC
mission is now frequently reported in both high- and low- z galaxy
amples, where it most strongly correlates with the relative strength
f Ly α (Izotov et al. 2018 ; Steidel et al. 2018 ; Marchi et al. 2019 ;
lury et al. 2022 ). This is intuitive because both UV radiations are
bsorbed by dust and atomic hydrogen, but a large scatter remains
n all these relations. 
It is likely that a significant amount of this scatter comes from

rientation effects, where LyC measurements are direct line-of-sight
stimates, while others (such as Ly α) are the result of reprocessed
yC radiation that has propagated in all directions. These observa-

ions show that some H α is produced outside the stellar knots, and
onsequently, so is a fraction of the intrinsic Ly α. It is clear, then, that
ven in the absence of resonance scattering, the path taken by Ly α
adiation must necessarily differ from that of the ionizing continuum.
imilar arguments can be made about nebular line diagnostics from
ther species, such as the [O II ] and [O III ] lines, which are also used
s indirect LyC diagnostics. Variations in the extent of these ionized
egions are likely a contributing source of the scatter on the L y α–L yC
elations, and a demonstration of how even in compact galaxies at
 ∼ 0.25 (similar to Izotov et al. 2018 ; Flury et al. 2022 ) indirect
iagnostic information on LyC emission is not produced cospatially
ith the ionizing radiation. 

.5 Comparison with simulations 

itchell et al. ( 2021 ) investigated a single simulated galaxy and
ound that emission from the galaxy’s ISM, i.e. resonant scattering,
ominates the central region but that in situ emission from the CGM
ecomes important around 7–10 kpc. This produces a halo that is
ualitatively consistent with both Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ) and this work.
hey also note that around 50 per cent of the CGM emission comes

rom recombination, which would also naturally produce extended
 α. 
Byrohl et al. ( 2021 ) examined the relative importance of different

ource regions for Ly α emission in synthetic galaxies drawn from
he TNG50 (Nelson et al. 2019 ; Pillepich et al. 2019 ) simulation
f IllustrisTNG galaxies. Their synthetic sample spanned a halo-
ass range of 10 8 to 10 12 M , and could well reproduce the light

rofiles published in Leclercq et al. ( 2017 ). The halo masses of our
alaxies are of course unknown, but our central surface brightnesses
est correspond to the more massive haloes studied by Byrohl et al.
NRAS 522, 4275–4293 (2023) 
 2021 ) when corrected for cosmological surface brightness dimming.
hey distinguish between ‘intrinsic’ and ‘processed’ Ly α emission,
here the former is defined as Ly α that has not undergone scattering
utside of the emitting cell, which has a minimum size of 100 pc
n the densest regions of the ISM but declines to circumgalactic
e gions. The y found that the intrinsic emission often dominates the
entres of their galaxies but drops quickly after around 15 kpc. This
s quite consistent with the picture we present here, with a low
urface brightness UV emission component tracing the source of
y α out to larger radii than has been previously observed. Our
V emission drops somewhat faster than Ly α of the galaxies

tudied in Byrohl et al. ( 2021 ), which may be attributable to
ample selection effects within the simulations. TNG50 includes
alaxies that are larger than the compact galaxies studied here
nd do not have to compete with observational surface brightness 
imits. 

 SUMMARY  &  C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have performed a new Ly α imaging study of galaxies at redshift
.23–0.31, with a view to accurately measuring the contributions
f extended Ly α to the overall output and coupling this to the
istribution of ultraviolet stellar light and ionized gas. We have
roduced Ly α and H α images for seven compact starbursts that
re broadly comparable to those for which similar Ly α studies have
een performed at redshifts beyond 3. We now summarize our main
ndings. 

(i) We detect Ly α emission around all galaxies. The average
scape fraction of the sample is relatively low compared to distant
alaxies, with a mean f esc of 12 per cent, but quite comparable to
imilar galaxies at low- z (Hayes et al. 2014 ; Henry et al. 2015 ). 

(ii) The sample appears consistent with other low- z results re-
arding relations between Ly α output, in terms of EWs, and escape
ractions, and properties of the interstellar medium, such as dust
eddening and ionization parameter. 

(iii) The observed UV sizes and luminosities of our galaxies match
he properties of high-redshift galaxies well when measurements are
ade in comparable ways. 
(iv) The observed Ly α to UV size ratio of our sample ranges

etween 0.8 and 16.9 with a mean of ∼5.6, and the fraction of Ly α
hat is contributed by the extended emission is 30–90 per cent. While
he Ly α to UV size ratio is smaller in our galaxies, the difference
etween low and high redshifts when also considering the LARS
ample is not significant. We therefore conclude that the evidence
or evolution between low and high redshift is marginal. 

(v) The low- z FUV-continuum data have significantly better
ntrinsic surface brightness sensitivity than those for galaxies at
igh- z, which enables us to identify more extended stellar light.
o we ver, we find that extending the model above to account for

his additional UV component does not significantly impact the halo
raction measurements, indicating that this UV emission comes from
n older, less ionizing, stellar population, which does not significantly
ontribute to the total Ly α emission. 

(vi) We are unable to firmly determine whether the Ly α is
roduced in situ or resonantly scattered into the halo. Ho we ver, we
how intriguing hints that H α is more extended than the central
onizing FUV profile. This could indicate that ionizing radiation
s travelling significant distances from the source before being
bsorbed, implying that ionizing radiation is not entirely confined by
he ISM in these galaxies. Further investigation of this with deeper
 α data is underway using VLT/MUSE observations. 
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